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Abstract:

Politicians make political survival strategies, but they have rarely been believed to choose
programmatic policymaking in resource-rich countries. This argument, however, has been
limited mainly to the national level, and little attention has been paid to the political competition
between the central government and subnational oppositions. This work claims that subnational
oppositions of resource-rich countries have incentives to improve governance in their
jurisdictions when they face aggressive intervention with incomparable fiscal resources from
their rival in the central government. This article draws upon a cross-municipal analysis and four
cases in Bolivia to corroborate this logic. Some subnational oppositions in Bolivia were more
apparently motivated to improve public services since 2010 when the Evo Morales government
consolidated hegemony at the national level. Although their backgrounds are vastly different,
interviews with leaders reveal a consistent similarity, as expected by the hypothesis.
Keywords: rentier state; subnational politics; programmatic policymaking.

1 Introduction
Rentier state theorists have argued that countries or subnational territories rich in or
dependent on hydrocarbon resources are the least likely cases to see politicians seeking
for voters’ support through programmatic policymaking (Beblawi and Luciani 1987; Ross
1999; Gervasoni 2010). Instead, politicians in the situation would distribute abundant
resource rents rather than improving the quality of public services to win political support
(Karl 1997; Moore 2004).
However, this rentier state theory left unclear what would be the incentives of
political opposition leaders in resource-rich countries. Specifically, opposition leaders
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governing subnational governments are likely to face political interventions from the
ruling party in the central government who enjoys the lion’s share of resource revenue.
Though the unbalanced financial power seems threatening, not all subnational oppositions
in resource-rich countries died out. The lacunae lead us to a question: What would be the
political survival strategies of subnational oppositions in a resource-rich democratic country
who fight against economic disadvantage vis-à-vis their rivals in central governments?
The experience of resource-rich countries from the 2000s offers an opportunity to test this
question since the commodity boom in 2004-2014 ushered in after decentralization reforms
in the 1990s.
This paper addresses this question and draws lessons from Bolivia between 2010 and
2017, which is a typical case with the conditions mentioned above. Evo Morales governed
Bolivia during the period when international prices of its main export products, i.e. natural
gas and minerals, were high. During the same period, his opponents survived as well in
subnational governments. Although subnational oppositions never gained significant ground
in national elections, the political rivalry did not fade but instead intensified in the provision
of goods and services to voters.
This paper argues that effective strategies for political survival in resource-rich
countries are structured differently at the national and sub-national levels. The Morales
government consolidated power at the national level with abundant gas and mineral
rents, which were also utilized to undermine the supporting blocks of oppositions at the
subnational level. The intervention of the central government with its fiscal advantage
motivated subnational oppositions to seek survival strategies other than clientelistic resource
distribution, namely, improving public services. This logic also answers why, during the
hegemony of Evo Morales, subnational oppositions did not manifest political strengths at
the national level. Previous explanations on party politics in Bolivia remarked on territorial
identities (Eaton 2011), political ideologies (Madrid 2011), and the mobilization of social
organizations (Anria 2013). As the case studies will demonstrate, these were not completely
insignificant but are less important for subnational oppositions.
This logic’s plausibility is examined by cross-municipal analysis based on accessible
data and case studies of four subnational oppositions. The temporal scope is after the
2010 subnational election when Evo Morales already consolidated hegemony in national
politics, and new institutional settings for subnational autonomy were established by the
Basic Law of Autonomies (Ley 31/2010). This work doesn’t claim that the argument holds
true to all subnational oppositions, and it never aims to encapsulate all actual and possible
survival strategies. But it highlights a theoretically intriguing vision, which was commonly
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manifested in the testimony of major survivors who effectively maintained their subnational
space. The comparison of four cases confirms, by Mill’s method of agreement, a unique
incentive structure that opposition leaders confront regardless of their diverse backgrounds
and partisanships.
This paper has six sections. The next section theoretically discusses the particular
incentive that subnational oppositions face in resource-rich countries. The third section
explains the decentralization reforms, party politics, and the resource-led intervention of
central governments in Bolivia. The fourth section uses cross-municipal data to confirm
the improvement in citizens’ evaluation in the municipalities governed by oppositions from
2014 to 2017. The fifth section reports on four case studies: the department of Santa Cruz
and the municipalities of La Paz, El Alto, and Reyes. The last section concludes.

2 Central-Subnational Relationship and Political Survival Strategies in
Resource-Rich Countries
2.1 Structural Conditions of Political Survival Strategies

All politicians seek survival and make strategies for that purpose. Political survival
strategies can be creative and varied, but structural conditions may dictate what strategy is
desirable in a given circumstance (Bueno de Mesquita et al. 2003). Survival strategies on
and off elections can be inconsistent as O’Donnell (1994: 60) set forth that the “policies
of his government need bear no resemblance to the promises of his campaign.” This paper
focuses on off-electoral survival strategies, including staff recruitment, policy selection and
implementation, and attention to interest groups and voters.
Previous literature filed several conditions that may affect off-electoral survival
strategies, such as civic culture (Putnam 1993; Kitschelt and Wilkinson 2007), the exchange
of public service and tax payment (Moore 2004; Bates and Lien 1985), and inter-elite
bargaining (Geddes 1994; Saylor 2014). While these conditions may work with a separate
logic, I focus on rentier state theory, which argues that a specific combination of civic
culture, fiscal conditions, and inter-elite relationship uniquely structures the survival
strategies. This paper, however, proposes another set of conditions through particular
attention to central-subnational dynamics in resource-rich countries.
2.2 Survival Strategies of Subnational Oppositions in Resource-Rich Countries

According to rentier state theorists, politicians in resource-rich countries are likely to
dominate the lion’s share of abundant resource rent and distribute it for securing their
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political survival (Beblawi and Luciani 1987; Karl 1997; Mazzuca 2013). Consequently,
this strategy traps a country in a debilitated check and balance to the executives, the
arbitrary use of power, and low institutional capacity. The quality of public services is not
a high priority because politicians face less pressure from taxpayers (Ross 1999; Moore
2004). Gervasoni (2010) applies the same argument to Argentinian subnational governments
with relatively larger revenue allocation and argues that they tend to develop weaker ties
with local taxpayers and exhibit less electoral competition and more power concentration to
local executives.
The discussion, however, has not looked into the more diverse patterns of political
rivalries in resource-rich countries, particularly when a dominant party in the central
government confronts its rivals in subnational governments. As decentralization reforms
have proliferated around the world since the 1990s, subnational governments now provide
autonomous and politically influential spaces, which attract politicians who seek political
career posts. In this context, the nature of central-subnational political competition
in resource-rich countries and the specific incentive for political survival subnational
authorities structured by the competition merits attention since the classical rentier state
theorists tended to envision a singular effect of resource richness either in a country as a
whole or in selected subnational areas.
As a survival strategy for subnational oppositions in resource-rich countries, I
propose the following hypothesis. Those oppositions are supposed to face an incentive that
is different from their counterparts in the central government. Not only are subnational
oppositions fiscally handicapped with their national rival in most cases, but they may
also confront politically-biased fiscal bombing by the central government1. In facing this
intervention, subnational oppositions must be creative with alternative strategies. If rivals
in central governments have infamous public service quality, subnational oppositions are
motivated to adopt strategies to claim the opposite.
2.3 Improving Public Services as a Strategy

Numerous scholars and policy advisors have been interested in the factors improving
public services, and they have focused on two ideal types: clientelistic and programmatic
policymaking. Clientelistic policymaking is defined as the direct exchange of a citizen’s
political support in return for access to employment, goods, and services from the
government2, which is a rational strategy if politicians prioritize political support from
a specific group of voters. In contrast, programmatic policymaking assumes the public
planning and implementation of policies, which requires ex-ante debate with the broader
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public, merit-based recruitment, and outcome-oriented projects. It also assumes that
politicians retain certain autonomy from individual citizens.
It is a widely shared understanding that clientelistic type is rationally superior to
programmatic one in winning voters’ support (Geddes 1994; Kitschelt and Wilkinson 2007),
but some structural patterns may motivate politicians to opt for programmatic policymaking.
Geddes (1994) models a two-party system with competitive contenders that may incentivize
elites to avoid clientelistic strategies. Saylor (2014) argues a specific type of coalitions
between political and economic elites enabled a faster modernization of state institutions in
some countries in Latin America and Africa. This paper contributes to the theoretical debate
by teasing out another structural pattern which may enable programmatic policymaking in
resource-rich countries.
2.4 Theoretical Assumptions and Observable implications

The present hypothesis presupposes that subnational leaders will be motivated to seek
programmatic policymaking if they hold a certain degree of autonomy in policy planning
and implementation, and their political rival in the central government threatens their
survival with abundant resource rents at its disposal. This assumption excludes cases in
which no policymaking autonomy is bestowed to subnational oppositions, or a ruling party
in the central government doesn’t deploy its fiscal advantage as a political weapon.
The observable implication of the hypothesis is that subnational opposition leaders
are motivated to improve public policies. They must not only manifest their will in such a
manner but also act in the direction. Moreover, the motivation can coexist with, but must
not be the sheer product of, other factors such as leaders’ personal character, constitutions’
demographic attributions, partisan ideologies, or the longevity in office. Therefore, testing
the hypothesis requires multiple cases under diverse conditions.
The hypothesis is limited to a particular aspect of the structured incentives
subnational authorities hold. It doesn’t assume that all subnational oppositions must
implement, or they only implement programmatic policies. Accordingly, a gamut of policy
sets implemented finally and their consequence in political survival are beyond the scope of
this work. A wide gap exists between the structurally-bounded motivation and actual policy
outcomes, as leaders may lack capable personnel, citizens may demand instantaneous gifts,
or the central government may improvise a pact with particular opponents for strategic
reasons. However, if the present hypothesis is to prove itself, there should be manifested
interests and examples of public service improvements across a variety of cases. The
following sections try to provide empirical findings from the Bolivian case.
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3 Decentralization, Party Politics, and the Resource Boom in Bolivia
This research corroborates the plausibility of the hypothesis with the Bolivian case, which
satisfies three conditions: subnational autonomy, oppositions in subnational jurisdictions,
and a resource boom. This section provides background information on these conditions.
3.1 Decentralization Reforms

Bolivian decentralization reforms gained momentum in the 1990s. The Popular Participation
Law in 1994 authorized municipality governments to handle citizen-oriented public services
such as education and health with corresponding budgets. Direct elections for municipal
mayors and councilors began in 1997. Although the overall evaluation of this reform was
mixed3, it invigorated the political consciousness of local people and helped new political
movements burgeon in the following years.
In the first half of the 2000s, demands for subnational autonomy at another level
became salient when the eastern lowland departments demanded rising natural gas revenue
produced in their territory against the historically dominant Andean west. The tension
culminated first in the introduction of direct elections for departmental governors and
councilors in 2005. After a few years of subsequent political turmoil, the new constitution
in 2009 rectified municipal and departmental autonomy in 2009, and the Basic Law of
Autonomies readjusted public service competencies in 2010.
As a result, subnational governments enjoy a certain degree of autonomy in designing
and providing basic civil services. The main fiscal transfers, apart from the budgets
allocated for education, health, and other services, are coparticipación (a fixed percentage
distribution by population size) and Impuesto Directo a Hidrocarburos (IDH, a fixed
allocation from natural gas revenue). A portion of mining royalties also flows into producer
departments and municipalities. Additionally, municipalities can levy asset taxes, although
the collection rates often drop considerably with a high degree of economic informality.
Finally, subnational governments can apply for foreign aid financing4.
The above-mentioned budgets are distributed to subnational administrations based on
the fixed rates mandated by laws. Although the Ministry of Economy and Public Finance
interrupted on some occasions when budget disbursements at any governmental level were
not following rules or procedures, allocated budgets and execution rates show no significant
differences between municipalities governed by the ruling party, Movimiento al Socialismo
(Movement toward Socialism, MAS), and oppositions5 (Table 1). Subnational autonomy has
been real and left opposition politicians with some space for crafting their unique survival
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strategies.
Table 1 Average budget allocation and execution in municipalities (2013)
n

Coparticipación per
General budget per Budget execution
capita
capita (million Bs) rate
(million Bs)

Municipalities won by MAS in
219
2010 election

2.12

61.9%

0.52

Municipalities won by oppositions
107
in 2010 election

2.47

67.6%

0.53

Source: author with the data shared by the Ministry of Economy and Public Finance

3.2 Party Politics in Transition

Bolivian party politics have experienced drastic changes since the democratic transition
in 1982. Presidential power changed among a few major parties until 2002, but since Evo
Morales came into power in 2006 and consolidated hegemony in 2010, party rivalries were
shifted towards a central-subnational relationship.
It was apparent from 2006 that political tension was figured between the central and
subnational governments (Mayorga 2008; Eaton 2011; Madrid 2011). Subnational leaders in
the eastern lowland departments of Santa Cruz, Tarija, and Beni demanded their autonomy,
which intensified social conflicts from 2006 to 2009. A stalemate in 2008 after a recall
referendum, which could only ratify each position in the central and subnational spaces,
necessitated international mediation (Lehoucq 2008). Although a new constitution in 2009
achieved a compromise, political rivalries between MAS in the central government and
subnational oppositions remained latent.
The rivalries neither intensified nor faded. In the subnational elections in 2010
and 2015, MAS preserved almost two-thirds of the municipal mayors and three to five
governors (Table 2). It is important to note that this situation was not static; more than half
of the mayoralty switched from oppositions to MAS from 2010 to 2015, while almost the
same number did so in the opposite direction.
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Table 2 Party Alignment in 2010 and 2015 Subnational Elections
2010
Department

Municipal mayor

2015
Municipal mayor

MAS

Opposition

Department
governor

MAS

Opposition

Department
governor

Beni

8

11

Opposition

9

10

Opposition

Chuquisaca

23

6

MAS

27

2

MAS

Cochabamba

40

7

Opposition

41

6

MAS

La Paz

58

27

Opposition

50

37

Opposition

Oruro

31

4

MAS

28

7

MAS

Pando

6

9

Opposition

12

3

MAS

Potosi

32

6

MAS

34

6

MAS

Santa Cruz

24

32

Opposition

21

35

Opposition

Tarija

4

7

Opposition

6

5

Opposition

Total

228

109

228

111

Note: A few municipalities were newly founded between 2010 and 2015.
Source: author based on the data obtained from Organo Electoral Plurinacional (Plurinational Electoral
Organization)

Subnational oppositions have diverse backgrounds. Movimiento Sin Miedo (Movement
without Fear, MSM), which governed La Paz city since 2000, is a leftist party founded in
the late 1990s, while departments and municipalities in Santa Cruz, Beni, and Tarija were
led by local elites of each region. Unidad National (National Unity, UN), which won El
Alto city in 2015, was headed by Samuel Doria Medina, a cement company owner and a
former Minister in the 1990s. Some traditional parties, such as Movimiento Nacionalista
Revolucionario (Nationalist Revolutionary Movement, MNR), retained a small space in
Beni.
Despite insignificant vote shares of opposition leaders in national elections, Evo
Morales and MAS never failed to recognize them as potential threats. Therefore, the ruling
party deployed implicit and explicit interferences to pressure these subnational oppositions.
For example, Article 128 of the Basic Law of Autonomies, promulgated in July 2010, stated
that subnational authorities should be suspended from work when they are prosecuted for
alleged mismanagement, not when they receive the court verdict. This clause was arguably
biased because most suspended authorities were from the opposition, and the central
government replaced them with MAS affiliates (Laserna 2010). This interference ceased
when the Constitutional Tribunal judged it unconstitutional in 20126, but those who were
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replaced were not allowed to retake their positions. Other interference became apparent
thereafter.
3.3 The Effect of the Resource Boom

Since the colonial period, the Bolivian state has been highly dependent on revenues accrued
from the export of silver, tin, natural gas, and other minerals (Gallo 1991). The resourcebased economy recorded a substantial expansion during the commodity boom between
2004-2014. Ministerio de Economía y Finanzas Públicas (2019) reported that mineral and
natural gas exports increased from 544 and 1,402 million USD in 2005 to 2,030 and 6,569
million USD in 2014, respectively. These two resource industries occupied approximately
66% of the total exports. State revenue also increased from 22,650 million bolivianos in
2005 to 116,531 million in 2014. The amount gradually dropped after 2015, but abundant
international reserves sustained the economic bonanza in subsequent years.
The resource boom coincided with the term of Evo Morales government. As rentier
theorists would assume, pork barrel and gift-giving were also visible in Bolivia since 20107.
A famous Bolivia Cambia Evo Cumple (Bolivia Changes, Evo Accomplishes) program,
initially financed by Venezuela but since 2012 by the state coffers, invested a total of 15,315
million bolivianos in 8,632 projects all over the country from 2007 to 2016 (Ministerio de
Economía y Finanzas Públicas 2019: 212).
The end of the commodity boom in 2014 ushered in an increasing financial gap
between the central and subnational governments (Figure 1). The public investment
expenditure of the central government –either controlled by the Presidency or Ministriesincreased to an unprecedented scale, outnumbering that of all municipalities and
departments, which relied on fixed-rate allocation from mineral and hydrocarbon revenues.
Though the central government could also have reduced its disposable resources, it financed
public investments with foreign and domestic loans and the Central Bank’s international
reserve. The outcomes were a processing plant for ammonia and urea in Buro Buro, a
sugar mill in San Buenaventura, and schools, hospitals, roads, and football stadiums in
other municipalities where MAS sustained electoral footholds. Evo Morales announced the
Hospitals for Bolivia Plan in 2015, which aimed to build 49 second- or third-level hospitals
in municipalities where he regarded as necessary.
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Figure 1. Public Investment and financial indicators
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Source: Ministerio de Economía y Finanzas Públicas (2019: 161, 183), Banco Central de Bolivia (2019)

4. Cross-Municipal Analysis
In this context, what strategy did subnational oppositions adopt for their political survival?
Did they choose to improve public services, as my hypothesis presupposes? An optimal
methodology to answer these questions is cross-municipal analysis with panel data on the
policy choices of mayors. However, the data is hardly available8.
As a suboptimal test, I check whether the subjective evaluation of citizens improved
under opposition-governed municipalities. In his seminal work, Putnam (1993: 80) found a
high correlation between multiple indicators and the subjective assessment of citizens and
observed that “(at) least in Italy, people everywhere recognize the distinction between good
government and bad, using essentially the same basic standards of efficiency, creativity,
coherence, responsiveness, and practical achievement.” In the survey data from the 2014
and 2017 Americas Barometer9, the question “¿Hasta qué punto tiene usted confianza en su
municipalidad? (To what extent do you trust your municipality?)” was asked in the same
64 municipalities10. I compare the municipal average of answers to this question for 2014
and 2017 and take the margin of change as the proxy of improvement (or deterioration) of
public services11.
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The independent variable is the mayor’s partisanship. I assign a value of one if
MAS won in both the 2010 and 2015 municipal elections, two if the mayor changed from
opposition to MAS, three if the mayor changed to the opposite direction, and four if any
opposition parties won in both elections. This weighted measurement allows a gradual
difference from municipalities predominantly masista (1) to others consistently opposition
(4), having decreasing and increasing influence of opposition as intermediate categories
(2 and 3). To check the sensitivity of the results with this particular operationalization, I
also created a dummy variable by simply assigning one if any opposition won in the 2015
municipal election and zero otherwise.
Additionally, I added to the model the urbanization rate and population size, both
from 2012 census data. The urbanization rate has an extremely high correlation not only
with the poverty rate (r=-0.91) but also with the percentage of salaried workers (r=0.83),
electricity supply rates (r=0.81), and average years of education (r=0.86) (see Appendix
3). Moreover, the fourth group, in which opposition parties won in both the 2010 and 2015
elections, reports the largest population size, the lowest poverty rate, the highest percentage
of salary workers, and the most education years on average compared to the other three
groups (see Appendix 2). Given this trend, I controlled both the urbanization rate and
population size in all models because these might confound the effect of the mayor’s
partisanship on the citizens’ evaluation of their municipalities. Another control variable is
the total budget per population in 2015 to ensure that citizens’ improved perceptions were
not due to the quantity but rather to the quality of municipal public services12.
The result of the regression analysis supports my hypothesis13 (Table 3). Regardless
of partisanship operationalization, citizens in opposition-governing municipalities were
more likely to improve their trust in their municipality from 2014 to 2017. The urbanization
rate shows a small but significant negative effect on citizens’ evaluations, which suggests
that the difference in baseline trust between urban and rural municipalities might be a
hidden factor: the more urban citizens are, the more demanding they are. I introduced the
baseline trust in 2014 as a control variable (model 5), but this did not change the effect of
the mayor’s partisanship. Figure 2 illustrates the plots of perception changes by partisanship
scores and fitted prediction.
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Table 3: OLS Regression Result
Partisan (1~4)

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

0.23(0.09)**

0.23(0.09)*

Partisan
(dummy)

Model 4

Model 5
0.17(0.08)*

0.47(0.21)*

0.48(0.21)*

Urban rate

-0.01(0.00)**

-0.01(0.00)**

-0.01(0.00)*

-0.01(0.00)**

-0.01(0.00)*

Population

0.00(0.00)

0.00(0.00)

0.00(0.00)

0.00(0.00)

0.00(0.00)

Budget per
capita

0.00(0.00)

0.00(0.00)

Municipality
trust in 2014
Adjusted
R-squared
n

-1.02(0.20)***
0.11

0.11

0.09

0.09

0.38

64

64

64

64

64

Note: ** p<0.01, * p<0.05

Figure 2: The plot of partisanship effect on perception change

Note: the bold line is a prediction based on model 2 of Table 3.
The gray area is 95% confidence interval.

As a robustness check, I run several additional models. Extant literature (Chanley,
Rudolph, and Rahn 2000; Seligson 2006; Clausen, Kraay, and Nyiri 2011) argues that
retrospective economic evaluation, public concern about crimes, and corruption experiences
as general predictors of public trust in government. The models 6-9 in Appendix 5 report
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that the validity of partisan variable remains basically unchanged even with a battery of
control variables reflecting potential confounders. The model 10 in Appendix 5 checks a
model with the same series of variables but for the period between 2012 and 2017. The
result informs a lower significance of the partisan effect, which is yet presumable since pork
barrels by the central government in the early years were still less salient (see Figure 1).
This result, however, is an indirect test on the hypothesis since it lacks the
information about the strategies subnational oppositions actually adopted. For a solution, I
visited and conducted interviews with four subnational oppositions.

5. Studies of Four Cases: Similarity within Diversity
5.1 A Short Note on Methodology

To identify the survival strategies, I visited four subnational oppositions in September
2017 and March and August 2018 and interviewed mayors, secretaries, advisors, party
cadres, leaders of social organizations, and citizens in each place. As shown in Table 4, the
four cases are diverse in the partisanship of the mayor, population size, and poverty rate14.
However, they have one thing in common: they survived as the opposition. Three of the
four cases, namely Santa Cruz, La Paz, and El Alto, represent the subnational areas with the
largest population size, the highest political relevance to the national politics, and the actual
survival of subnational oppositions in the fiercest battle against MAS. Reyes, the forth case,
informs the contrasted perspective of an opposition mayor in a small, remote, and poor
municipality.
Table 4: Four Cases
Santa Cruz
(department)

La Paz
(municipality)

El Alto
(municipality)

Reyes
(municipality)

Partisanship

MDS

MSM→Sol.bo

UN

MNR

Population

2,776,244

766,468

848,452

13,246

Poverty rate

31.8%

14.3%

36%

67.5%

Source: author, population size, and poverty rates are from the 2012 census.

The cases of other types were not selected. First, I did not choose subnational
authorities belonging to the ruling party since they should face different incentives, thus
not the target of this study. Second, the failed cases of political survival were intentionally
excluded because I assumed that the successful survivors were more likely to recognize the
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structured incentives unequivocally, and they are less likely to leave their political fate to
random factors such as a unique personality of leader or an under-the-table negotiation with
the ruling party.
The four selected cases challenge a “hoop test,” which means we have to confirm
the presence of expected strategies in those most-likely cases, or the hypothesis must
be rejected. At the same time, collecting the testimonies of principal actors constitutes a
“smoking-gun test,” that is, when they speak out what they have in their mind as an optimal
survival strategy and what they have actually practiced, the information will provide direct
evidence regarding the structured incentives they commonly face (Mahoney 2012).
Interviews might be susceptible to social desirability bias: the leaders might say what
a good government representative is supposed to do in general. To avoid this, I asked them
to list facts about their governments, and I triangulated them with other interviews and
secondary information (e.g., newspapers). Notwithstanding the importance of avoiding bias,
it was imperative to collect the perspective of opposition leaders who must have reflected
their survival strategies closely in the context.
5.2 Santa Cruz

Santa Cruz is located at the end of the eastern skirt of the Andean mountains, geographically
distanced from state power in the western highland. Its development has been autonomous
and used to be led by local elite groups called “logia,” which dominated not only political
authorities but also commercial and agroindustry associations, electricity and other
infrastructure services. A few elites of logia congregated in Comité Cívico pro Santa
Cruz (Civic Committee for Santa Cruz, CCPSC), the de facto executive body of their
comprehensive network, whose leaders were mutually selected among them.
Recently, however, this department has experienced a dynamic transformation for
two reasons. First, toward the end of the twentieth century, the ethnic composition of Santa
Cruz became more diverse due to immigrants both from the Andean highland and from
abroad. The social segment of traditional elites no longer is the majority (Navarro 2017;
Pedraza 2017). Second, export-oriented soy production accelerated in the early 1990s,
which gradually increased the economic importance of this vast eastern lowland.
Due to their inherited autonomous spirit and the ambition to level their political
prestige with the economic one, the elites of CCPSC mobilized a pro-autonomy movement
in the 2000s, and tensions increased vis-à-vis the newly established Evo Morales
government (Dabdoub 2017). However, accidentally and probably because of a gap
between the beliefs of traditional conservatives and recent social transformation, the course
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of this movement deviated. In the middle of the strife, a few escalated young leaders of the
traditional class, who identified themselves as the Nación Camba movement, took arms and
occupied government offices in the department capital by force. This action was far beyond
what the majority of Santa Cruz society accepted as a peaceful claim of regional autonomy15
and justified the central government in deploying military suppression (Pedraza 2017). The
young leaders were killed or escaped abroad, and the entire pro-autonomy movement was
stigmatized as terrorists by the central government.
The legacy of this turmoil phased out the discourse of autonomy as of 2010 and
diminished the utility of the historical CCPSC network and its identity proclamation as
political capital for subnational oppositions in Santa Cruz. People who previously supported
CCPSC stopped visiting them, and even those who gave donations or phone calls asked
CCPSC not to reveal their identifications (Dabdoub 2017; Navarro 2017). In the meantime,
powerful business associations such as Cámara de Industria, Comercio, Servicios y Turismo
de Santa Cruz (Chamber of Industry, Commerce, Services, and Tourism of Santa Cruz,
CAINCO) declared political neutrality and opted for flexible negotiation with the central
government in La Paz (Hurtado 2017; see also Wolff 2016).
The department governor, elected directly since December 2005, was placed in a
complicated situation. Rubén Costas was one of the former presidents of CCPSC before
being elected the first governor in 2005, but he had to maintain distance, at least officially,
from the original network. The fragmentation of elites in Santa Cruz and the direct elections
of the governorship, rather than his elite background per se, gave him legitimacy and made
him reconsider his role as a subnational opposition (Pedraza 2017).
Costas could not count on a regional autonomy proclamation or on economic power.
Immigrants from the Andean highland outnumbered the traditional farmer class, which
gradually changed the political landscape of Santa Cruz. In the department, the support for
Evo Morales increased from 40.91% in the 2009 presidential election to 48.99% in 2014.
Miraculously, however, Costas won the governor’s election in 2010 and 2015 with 47.88%
and 59.44% of the votes, respectively (Pedraza 2016). What was the political survival
strategy of Costas and his team since 2010?
Vladimir Peña is a young politician in his mid-30s who served as a secretary
of government (secretario de gobierno), the top of the administrative structure in the
department government. In an interview with the author, Peña confessed that governing the
department was never easy within the territory and in relation to the central government.
When asked about the strategy, he explained,
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When Rubén was an elected governor for the first time, he was just a farm owner. He
did not have high education, and he did not have experience in government. But he
was simple enough to list up people’s demands and respond to them... We must not
do the politics of discourses but of policy substances. We wish to win a reputation
through good policies. It is important to know first what people want and second, not
only to criticize Evo but also to show alternative programs. (Peña 2017)
Peña (2017) emphasized the role of his party, Movimiento Demócrata Social
(Democratic Social Movement, MDS), a coalition of approximately 20 political movements
in different territorial areas. There are 45,000 party members in Santa Cruz and 90,000
throughout Bolivia. He stressed that they respect democratic governance by organizing
asambleas (meetings) every time they select candidates for municipal elections. Voting
is how final candidates are selected if there are two or more recommendations. Winning
elections is not the end but the beginning. The cadres of MDS frequently conduct
interviews or small-scale opinion polls with ordinary municipal citizens to understand their
demands and to monitor the performance of elected mayors. When indications of a negative
reputation appear, they warned the elected representatives first and did not endorse them in
the next election. There had been three such cases.
When asked what they would do if MAS were apparently gifting their constituencies,
Peña (2017) did not reject the idea that MDS would compete with them in gift-giving, but
he said that they would not initiate prebendal campaigns. He emphasized that they must not
fight by party labels but by policies and programs. Peña’s perception may seem influenced
by idealistic beliefs. As both sides noted, Gustavo Pedraza (2017), a political analyst who
previously worked for international donors, regularly organized informal meetings with
Peña and other members of the young generation. Nevertheless, the strategy envisioned by
Peña (2017) has surprising similarities with that of other surviving subnational oppositions.
5.3 La Paz

The municipality of La Paz geographically overlaps the administrative capital of Bolivia. It
has been governed by the leftist party Movimiento Sin Miedo (MSM) since the election in
1999. The first MSM mayor, Juan del Granado, was re-elected in 2004 and then superseded
by Luis Revilla of the same party in 2010. When del Granado challenged and lost the
presidential election in 2014, MSM was deprived of its party registration because the
national vote share was less than 3%, the threshold required by electoral law. In this critical
situation before the upcoming municipal election in 2015, Revilla managed to register a
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civil movement, Soberanía y Libertad (Sovereignty and Liberty, Sol.bo) and was re-elected
as a municipal mayor.
La Paz hosts the most offices of the national government and headquarters of
business associations, social organizations, and embassies. Its citizens have relatively higher
education than elsewhere, and many belong to middle-income strata. These unique features,
however, are not always a promise of good governance16. At the time when del Granado
became mayor, the municipality finance was suffering from accumulated debt, and all
former mayors were in judicial processes for their alleged corruption (La Razón, 5 January
1999). Tired of the inefficient and corrupt municipality administration, citizens vested a
gleam of hope in ‘Juan Sin Miedo’ (Fearless Juan), a lawyer and a leftist congressman with
a high reputation for rigorousness.
The strong foothold of del Granado and Revilla was paved in the first years. Del
Granado had no experience in municipal administration, but it was clear that he had to break
illogical habits (del Granado 2018). To reduce the deficit of 180 million USD (the annual
budget was 80 million USD), he had to cut his own salary by half, fire 800 staff members,
and refuse the 10% side payment that companies have paid to mayors at the signing
contracts for public procurement17. He required all officials to be on time and to accomplish
their assigned tasks. He sometimes had to withhold job offers to his party militants or fire
even his friends for underperformance (del Granado 2018).
Another unique aspect of La Paz is the relative formality of economic activity, which
helped the municipality earn direct revenue from asset taxes. When del Granado was reelected in 2004 based on the positive appraisal of the citizens regarding his integrity and
rigor, the citizens trusted his administration and started to contribute voluntarily by paying
municipal tax. The improved fiscal balance also enabled the municipality to sign loan
contracts with private banks. As of 2018, only 40% of its annual municipal budget was
based on central government transfer (Arroyo 2018).
For these reasons, La Paz had already had no resemblance to any other municipalities
before MSM became a subnational opposition. As a progressive leftist party and because
MAS alone could not enjoy a majority in the Senate, MSM was a political ally of MAS
until the national election in 2009. MAS broke the alliance with MSM as soon as it obtained
a two-thirds majority in all chambers of the National Congress. Since 2010, the municipal
government of Luis Revilla has fallen into the very category of subnational oppositions, as
assumed by my hypothesis.
Revilla’s administration since 2010 was unique in many ways compared to
other subnational oppositions who had to struggle without any preparatory period. The
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municipality was equipped with a certain degree of institutional capacity by experienced
directors and other staff, who were ‘disciples of Juan’ and began their administrative careers
as apprentices a decade earlier (Arroyo 2018; Bedregal 2018). Citizens could envision how
the municipal government would implement programs based on experiences in the past. The
municipality had built hospitals, roads, and bridges, introduced a new bus transportation
system (Puma Katari), installed garbage bins in the streets and plazas, and renovated
public markets with public-private partnerships (Gobierno municipal de La Paz 2010). The
program barrios de verdad (true neighborhood) constructed streets and steps in the poorest
areas with the tax income of the richest ones. The municipal staff organized meetings every
Thursday with citizens, regardless of party affiliation (Bedregal 2018).
The relationship of the La Paz municipal government with the central government
was as complicated as imaginable for any subnational opposition located in the national
political headquarters. Marcelo Arroyo (2018), a secretary of planning and development,
explained that the municipal planning office has a technical team to collect statistical data
regularly to demonstrate the utility of their services and defend them against ungrounded
accusations from MAS politicians or the central government. According to Bedregal (2018),
a Sol.bo spokesperson, the struggle against the central government is “a fight between
David and Goliath in terms of the available budget scale.” In later years, the central
government made it more difficult for municipal governments to contract private loans
(Arroyo 2018; Bedregal 2018). When the central government intensified the construction of
teleféricos (ropeways), municipal staff organized a meeting to coordinate for making useful
connections between them and Puma Katari, but it was interrupted by the higher political
cadre (Arroyo 2018). When the municipal government proposed “Plan 2040”, a municipal
development plan with a timeline longer than ordinal five years, in 2014, the central
government reacted with a law in 2016 banning any long-term planning of that kind18.
Regarding political survival strategy, the perceptions of both municipal executives
and Sol.bo party leaders are strongly linked with public policy improvement at the
municipal level. Arroyo (2018) stressed that “an opposition party must stand on the
underpinnings of good public policy.” Bedregal (2018) agreed, saying that “98% of citizens
are less interested in municipal politics or political ideologies than in improving their daily
life”. When asked about their relationship with social organizations such as neighborhood
associations or taxi and bus drivers’ unions, Bedregal (2018) clarified that a close alliance
with them had been unnecessary because they claimed their interests but cannot partner to
constructive planning.
The unique historical trajectory of the La Paz municipal government is outstanding.
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However, it is also noteworthy that it increasingly focused on public service improvement
in the circumstance after 2010.
5.4 El Alto

El Alto is the second-largest municipality in Bolivia on the outskirts of La Paz city. All
aspects of this city can contradict the thesis of public service improvement as a political
survival strategy. El Alto was created in the 1980s by migrants from Aymara villages
in altiplano who sought any means to escape extreme poverty. Although a few have
obtained higher education, most engage in informal economic activities such as microscale commerce, family businesses, or taxi or bus driving19. Famously, social conflicts that
expelled two presidents in 2003 and 2005 were mobilized in this city. People are organized
along Federación de Juntas Vecinales (Neighbourhood Council Federation, FEJUVE), labor
and peasant unions, women’s groups, drivers’ syndicates, and parents’ associations, all
equipped with mobilizing capacity to pressure any governments.
Citizens have a myriad of demands, but these demands are too numerous to be
solved by any governments in the short run. The optimal political survival strategy in El
Alto, therefore, must be to maintain close relationships with the social organizations, if
not to surrender to them. It was the choice of all municipal mayors in the past, but it also
meant that “no party could win stable support in El Alto” (Ávila 2018). The rightist ADN
governed in 1985-87, followed by the leftist MIR in 1988-89, the new party CONDEPA in
1990-91, UCS in 1991, CONDEPA again in 1991-2000, MIR in 2000-04, Plan Progreso
(split from MIR) in 2005-10, and MAS in 2010-15. After the MAS mandate from 2010 to
2015, Soledad Chapetón, a young Aymara female leader of the UN, won in 2015. While the
former MAS mayor Edgar Patana was prosecuted the same year for alleged corruption20,
the Chapetón’s team realized that the main reason for her electoral victory was the citizens’
hope for change (Ávila 2018; Ameller 2018).
Vladimir Ameller Terrazas, a secretary of human development of the El Alto
government, enumerated difficulties in governing the city (Ameller 2018). In addition to the
high dependency of the municipal budget on transfers from the central government, El Alto
citizens regularly received direct distributions from Evo Morales’ administration because
of their political importance. A variety of public facilities in the city, such as hospitals,
market places, ropeways, and a public university, were constructed by both the municipal
government and the central government21. Ameller (2018) noted that the distributions of
national and previous municipal governments were all aimed at responding to the direct and
spontaneous demands of citizens.
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Before, there was no effective presence of the municipal government in El Alto.
Social organizations appointed their representatives in administrative posts and
pressured the municipality to distribute what they wanted... I believe what El Alto
needs is soft, not hard, infrastructure. We have to teach people to make them more
sanitary and more educated. But it has been nonsense to ask mayors for educational
seminars for citizens because they demanded something visible. They wanted
something people can see. When better sanitary knowledge was required, people
came to the city hall asking for toilets. They smashed doors, walls, and desks,
demanding what they wanted. The central and municipal governments in the past
have gifted toilets, TVs, laptop PCs, desks, chairs, etc. Leaders of social organizations
took them away. We have no idea where those things are now. (Ameller 2018)
The main task for Chapetón was to build an effective municipal government
that would enable them to regain control in planning programs and budgets. The first
confrontation took place at the appointment of the subalcaldes (district mayors). The
subalcaldes were previously endorsed by the leaders of neighborhood associations, and
mayors had no other way but to approve them, although the law authorizes elected mayors
to appoint as they wish. The same habitual irregularity was present in the appointment of
secretaries and directors22. When Chapetón appointed the staff who she believed to be most
competent for designated tasks rather than through a clientelistic network, the leaders of
social organizations fiercely opposed her.
A violent conflict occurred in February 2016. When the municipal government
insisted on retaining space to appoint their crews, several followers of the parents’
association beset and fired on a municipal office, killing six municipal workers. A fire
station did not help, although it was only 100 meters away, and a police chief confessed that
the police were late because of political sensitiveness23. Chapetón suspected that followers
of the former mayor tried to burn the evidence of alleged corruption24.
Although the municipal government of El Alto struggled eagerly to detach itself from
clientele networks, its strategy is mixed. The relationship with social organizations remains
partially crucial because part of the budget is reserved for them (Ávila 2018). Neighborhood
associations of FEJUVE have been divided into those that support MAS and Chapetón.
Ameller (2018) suggests that this is a transition from the governing style of previous
governments, which evokes fierce protests from social organizations. He summarized, “it’s
still half-way run in a marathon challenge.”
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5.5 Reyes

Our last case, the municipality of Reyes on the western edge of the department of Beni, has
a much smaller population compared to the three other cases. Beni is known as a department
where subnational oppositions had strong footholds, but three out of four municipalities of
the province of José Ballivián, except Reyes, had fallen under MAS reign by 2015. Reyes,
the only survivor of subnational oppositions in the province, is not different from the other
three in terms of socioeconomic indexes such as poverty rate or population size, and its
budget was slightly smaller. In short, these factors cannot explain an opposition’s survival.
The burgomaster of Reyes, Jose Roca Haensel, won three consecutive elections since
2005 from a traditional party, MNR. He was 27 years old when he first won against another
candidate of the same party, and the city had been visibly different from what it was as of
2018 (Roca 2018). In twelve years, Roca paved almost all roads in the municipal center and
improved every aspect of public services.
The greatest achievement in Reyes is attributable to the leadership of Roca. He
organized a cumbre municipal (municipal summit) every August, which is a series of public
hearings in all 50 villages of the municipality to collect people’s demands. Reyes is an
extensive municipality where the most remote village is distanced by a full day of travel
by ships and motorbikes. He also paid visits when he finally fulfilled the demands25. Some
achievements of Roca other than roads, schools, and clinics are daily free lunch services
for elders in the central market, streetlights and illuminating plates in the main roads, and
municipal garbage collection.
Rigidity must accompany improvement is what Roca (2018) believes. He claimed
that supporting an electoral campaign is not the premise of public employment, but all staff
must satisfy expectations or be fired. Citizens were also asked to keep the roads and plaza
clean, particularly during carnivals. The municipality hired inspectors for street cleaning
every morning, but the mayor himself also walked down the street every morning to inspect
the inspectors. Roca also checked whether road construction projects are implemented
correctly26.
According to Roca (2018), opposition at the municipal level not only lacked help
from central or departmental governments but also must be very careful of its financial
management. In the case of Reyes, where direct tax revenue is scarce, and the population
size is small, coparticipación, and IDH are volatile year by year, which obliged Roca “to
knock on the door of all embassies and international donors” (Roca 2018). The salary of
school teachers was partially paid by UNICEF, and a clinic in one village was donated by
the Japanese International Cooperation Agency. Whereas other municipalities governed
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by MAS mayors in the province were financially relaxed by the support of the central
government, “an opposition mayor can be arrested and prosecuted by a mistake of a single
peso” (Roca 2018). MAS once pressured Roca to change his party affiliation, though he
rejected it because he believed he could make more improvement.
Leadership might principally explain the survival of Roca as a three-term mayor.
However, his survival strategy, regardless of its origin, was related to being a subnational
opposition and survival in the middle of expanding MAS influence.

6 Conclusion
This paper proposes a new theoretical insight that subnational oppositions in resource-rich
countries face an incentive to improve public services when central governments interfere
with their constituencies by means of easy-to-access economic resources. The empirical
data in Bolivia from cross-municipal analysis and four case studies support the hypothesis.
All four subnational oppositions explicitly envision their disadvantaged situation
and adopted public service improvement as a survival strategy. It is surprising that their
strategies were linked neither with regional identity in Santa Cruz nor with a close
relationship with influential social organizations in La Paz and El Alto, which have been
believed to be major political capitals in Bolivia. Another remarkable finding is the
similarity within diversity. The department of Santa Cruz and the municipalities of La
Paz, El Alto, and Reyes were not only characterized by distinctive historical backgrounds
and socioeconomic attributes but also governed by different opposition parties. Despite
the multi-layered differences, they have all embarked on the strategy as expected by
the hypothesis. Some interrelated factors, such as the negative reputation of previous
mayors (evident in La Paz, El Alto, and possibly Reyes), citizens with relatively better
socioeconomic conditions (Santa Cruz and La Paz, although missing in El Alto), and
stability under strong leadership (La Paz and Reyes) are noticeable but do neither contradict
the hypothesis nor explain fully the similar outcomes across cases.
Acknowledging incentives and strategies of subnational politicians in resourcerich countries is of high interest because, first, such dynamisms have been theoretically
underexplored. Subnational executive positions have served as milestones in political career
in Latin American countries and elsewhere. In resource-rich countries and mainly where
economic resources are distributed disproportionately to subnational governments along
with partisanship, the incentives of elected representatives can be patterned in unique ways.
Citizens as well as policymakers may want to know when it has the potential to enhance
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quality policies.
Second, the findings of this study help to understand why subnational oppositions
survived but not achieved national salience in Bolivia. The governor of Santa Cruz
department and the mayor of La Paz city were two of the most potent rivals to Evo Morales.
However, those opposition leaders secured their survival not by appealing to a political
ideology or identity, which might have had a mobilizing power to the general populace, but
by improving public services to local citizens. As the cases of La Paz and El Alto indicate,
building a close alliance with social groups was not the priority in the light of effective
policy planning. Their visions, however, seem to have thwarted a broader electoral coalition
with social organizations and interest groups.
As a limitation, the findings of this study confirm the plausibility of the hypothesis
but not fully test its validity as it depends on four cases and available survey data in Bolivia.
The consistency across the four cases is indicative of the causal mechanism as stipulated
by the hypothesis. Nonetheless, more detailed data regarding the policy designs and
citizens’ evaluation may supplement evidence of a wider range, although those are hardly
available in the Bolivian case after the national political change since 2019. Scrutinizing the
experience of other countries with the presumed set of conditions would complement this
aspect as well as attest if any conditions pertinent to Bolivia and the specific time period in
the 2010s affected the outcomes or not. This paper demands future studies to explore these
unattained areas.
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1

See Greene (2010) for the politicization of uneven fiscal resources under hegemonic party rules.

2

See Kitchelt and Wilkinson (2007: 2) and Stokes et al. (2013: 12-18) for definitional discussions of clientelistic

and programmatic linkages.
3

Oversight committees (comité de vigilancia) were established in 1994 to check elected municipal

representatives. Although some studies report positive changes (Faguet 2004), others indicate that this reform also
served to reproduce pre-existing political rivalries in some municipalities (Albó 2002; Kohl 2003).
4

All applications to international public funding must pass through the central government, but little political

interference has been observed (Miranda 2018). It is important to stress that some international donor agencies,
such as USAID and international NGOs, were expelled in the mid-2010s.
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5

p>0.05 for all comparisons. I also checked with 2015 data, the latest official record available, but again no

significant difference by partisanship was detected.
6

La Razón, 7 February 2013. (https://www.lostiempos.com/actualidad/nacional/201302

07/piden-reponer-sus-cargos-autoridades-suspendidas, final access 20 September 2020).
7

Barma et al. (2012: 52-53) evaluate the Bolivian distribution policies of resource profit as predominantly

particularistic rather than public-oriented.
8

I collected a budget data at the municipal level through personal contact to a Vice Minister of Budget and

Accounting (Viceministro de Presupuesto y Contabilidad), but the data contains only total budget, disbursement
rates, and net proportions of operational and project budget. The project-by-project data was not available.
9

The AmericasBarometer by the Latin American Public Opinion Project (LAPOP), www.LapopSurveys.org.

10

The sample size for each municipality varied from 20 to 209 depending on the population size. The answers

were measured by a Likert scale from 1 to 7, with 7 indicating the strongest approval. The same question was asked
in the 2010 and 2012 surveys, but I hypothesize that the strategies of subnational oppositions became structurally
patterned only after several years passed from 2012 when Constitutional Tribunal disabled legal prosecution as a
means of dismissing opposition mayors and then MAS turned to financial interference (see section 3.2).
11

See Appendix 1 for summary statistics and Appendix 4 for the plotted image of average trust scores for 64

municipalities.
12

I also added total project budget size (excluding administrative budget from total municipal budget) as a

control variable, but the results remained the same (not shown).
13

Both Breush-Pagan test and White test rejected heteroskedasticity.

14

The change in the citizens’ evaluation of municipality between 2014 and 2017 (the dependent variable in the

analysis of section 4) was +0.59 for La Paz and +0.18 for El Alto. The scores for Reyes are not available in LAPOP
data.
15

Though more than 85% supported regional autonomy in a non-legal referendum in 2008, less than 10% of

Santa Cruz citizens agreed with independence in an opinion poll in the early 2000s (Pedraza 2017).
16

Many La Paz residents used to be temporary residents who paid little attention to the efficiency or beauty of

the city environment (del Granado 2018).
17

Stories in the first years of del Granado administration are confirmed by El Diario, La Razón, and other

newspapers, archived in the municipal library of La Paz. See also Gobierno municipal de La Paz (2010).
18

Evo Morales announced Agenda Patriótica 2025 (Patriotic Agenda 2025) in 2013.

19

See Lazar (2008) and Harvey (2012) for the background and social life of El Alto.

20

Correo del Sur, 10 December 2015 (https://correodelsur.com/seguridad/20151210_el-alto-envian-a-prision-a-

ex-alcalde-edgar-patana.html, final access 20 September 2020).
21

National legislations of this character since 2010 are supreme decrees 3625, 3365, 3257, 1915, 642, and 600

and laws 1072, 652, 517, 397, 261, 182, and 52.
22

Ávila (2018) says that the former secretary of transportation was a leader of the drivers’ syndicate.

23

El Diario and other newspapers, 18 February 2016. (http://www.eldiario.net/noticias/ 2016/2016_02/nt160218/

principal.php?n=96&-vandalismo-causa-tragedia-en-el-alto, final access 20 September 2020).
24

El Pais, 17 February 2016. (https://elpais.com/internacional/2016/02/17/america/1455734787_245059.html,

final access 20 September 2020).
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25

Guardian Beniano. (https://elguardianbeniano.wordpress.com/tag/jose-roca-haensel/, final access 20 September

2020).
26

Both the municipal accountant and Roca’s wife confessed that Roca “works as a mayor 24 hours” (interview,

25 August 2018).
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Appendix 1 Summary statistics
Mayor’s partisanship
(2010→2015)
n

MAS→
MAS

MAS→
Opposition

Opposition→
MAS

Opposition→
Opposition

24

12

14

14

Min.

Median

Mean

Max.

Average trust to municipal
government (2014)

3.125

3.792

3.819

4.833

Average trust to municipal
government (2017)

2.167

3.833

3.812

5.583

Population
(2012)

7278

34214

105835

1454539

0

47.79

51.54

100

Poverty rate
(%, 2012)

14.32

55.83

54.57

97.93

Salaried worker percentage
(%, 2012)

6.727

35.912

35.456

58.478

Electrified household rate
(%, 2012)

19.91

82.54

78.74

99.43

Average years of education
(2012)

3.865

7.735

7.872

12.032

Total budget per population
(million Bs., 2015)

1706

3234

3512

9420

Urbanization rate
(%, 2012)

Source: Plurinational Electoral Organization, INE (Census 2012), and the data shared by Ministry of
Economy and Public Finance to the author.
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Appendix 2 Mean value of socioeconomic variables by mayor’
s partisanship
MAS→
MAS

MAS→
Opposition

Opposition→
MAS

Opposition→
Opposition

37997.5

61716.4

144766.7

232875.4

Urbanization rate
(%, 2012)

33.9

55.0

56.1

74.4

Poverty rate
(%, 2012)

68.3

48.6

54.1

37.4

Salaried worker percentage
(%, 2012)

26.9

38.5

35.2

47.3

Electrified household rate
(%, 2012)

66.9

83.7

81.4

91.9

Average years of education
(2012)

6.8

8.1

8.4

9.0

Total budget per population
(million Bs., 2015)

3259.9

4068.6

3498.6

3398.7

Population
(2012)

Source: Plurinational Electoral Organization, INE (Census 2012), and the data shared by Ministry of
Economy and Public Finance to the author.

Appendix 3 Correlation matrix
Tru.
Average trust in 2014
(Tru.)
Population
(Pop.)
Urbanization
(Urb.)
Poverty
(Pov.)
Salaried worker
(Sal.)
Electrified household
(Ele.)
Average years of education
(Edu.)
Budget per population
(Bud.)

Pop.

Urb.

Pov.

Sal.

Ele.

Edu.

Bud.

1
-0.17

1

0.03

0.46

1

-0.06

-0.46

-0.91

1

0.01

0.39

0.83

-0.84

1

0.09

0.36

0.81

-0.88

0.77

1

0.02

0.48

0.86

-0.84

0.83

0.74

1

0.19

-0.13

0.09

-0.10

0.21

0.05

0.20
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1

Appendix 4 Average trust to municipal government in 2014 and 2017

Source: Author based on Americas Barometer 2014 and 2017

Appendix 5 Robustness check
Model 6

Model 7

Model 8

Model 9

Model 10

2014→2017

2014→2017

2014→2017

2014→2017

2012→2017

Partisan (1~4)

0.20(0.09)*

0.20(0.09)*

0.21(0.09)*

0.20(0.09)*

0.15(0.08)†

Urban rate

-0.01(0.00)**

-0.01(0.00)**

-0.01(0.00)***

-0.01(0.00)**

-0.01(0.00)**

Population

0.00(0.00)

0.00(0.00)

0.00(0.00)

0.00(0.00)

0.00(0.00)

Sociotropic

0.10(0.26)

Idiosyncratic

-0.02(0.33)

Corruption
experience

-0.27(0.27)

Crime experience

-0.18(0.27)
-0.85(0.68)

Municipality
trust in 2012

-0.75(0.54)
-0.83(0.13)***

Adjusted
R-squared

0.10

0.10

0.17

0.13

0.09

n

64

64

64

64

62

Note: *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1
The control variables (sociotropic, idiosyncratic, corruption experience, and crime experience) are
the margin of change in the respective values from the first (either 2012 or 2014) to the last year
(2017). The result was basically unchanged even when the dependent variable was replaced by the
values of the first or last year. All these data taken from LAPOP 2012, 2014, and 2017.
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